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The gas exchange system is made by two capillary tubes having the same 
axis. They are separated by a membrane permeable to gases but not to 
liquids. The inner tube contains a ternary mixture of gases and the outer 
one a liquid flowing in the direction of the axis and containing dissolved 
gases. Gas exchanges happen by diffusion through the membrane from the 
inner tube to the outer one or conversely. 
Outer Tube 
FIGURE 1 
One end of the inner tube is closed. The other one opens in a medium 
where the partial pressures of the gases are given. The total pressure remains 
constant. The liquid which flows into the outer tube contains dissolved 
gases with given concentrations. 
The mathematical model of this system consists in a set of nonlinear 
partial derivatives equations whose unknowns are the pressures and con- 
centrations of the gases as well as a convection flow in the inner tube. 
We will show that provided certain hypotheses are verified, this system 
has a unique solution. The equations and notations are introduced in Section 
1. In Section 2 the problem is approximated by a system of differential 
equations. Then several estimates and inequalities are proved in Section 3. 
They imply that the approximated problem has a unique solution and are 
used in Section 4 to obtain a solution of the initial problem. Eventually 
uniqueness is proved in Section 5. 
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We refer to [l] and [2] f or a more detailed physical meaning of the equations 
and a biophysical interpretation of the problem as an alveolocapillary exchange 
model. The mathematical techniques used here are of the Sobolev spaces 
type and are widely described in [3] or [4]. The approximation method is 
classical in numerical analysis and is of the Faedo-Galerkin type. It has been 
used sometimes to obtain solutions for nonlinear partial derivatives equations 
as in [5, Chap. 41. The method which allows us to obtain a solution of the 
initial problem by using the one of the approximated problem is of the 
compacity type. It is described in [5, Chap. l] where numerous examples are 
given. 
1. PROBLEM AND NOTATIONS 
Let [O, T] denote a time-interval and [0, L] a space-interval. t is the time- 
variable and x the space-variable. The index i will always have the values 
1, 2, or 3. 
a, ei , bi and oli are constants. Di(t), &(t), u,,Jx) and z+,~(x) are functions. 
These constants and functions are given. 
The problem is then to find functions ui(t, x), v,(t, x) and c(t, X) such that 
aui a2ui 
at a v + g (CUi) + w4 - Vi) = 07 
e, @vi avi 
at 
2 ax2 + oIi 2 + b,(v, - Ui) = 0, 
u,+u,+u,=l, 
on [0, T] x [O,L]. 
Ui(O, 4 = %,i(4, 
40, 4 = %.iW> 
on [O,L]. 
ui(t, 0) = @i(t), 
v,(t, 0) = 94(t), 
+L) =o, 
$(t,L) = 0, 
U-1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
c(t,L) = 0, 
on [0, T]. 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
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The following hypotheses will be made. 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
where W(Q) denotes the Sobolev space of order 1 constructed on an open 
set Q of W. 
@i , a.e. on [0, T], 
u0.a. 3 vosi 3 0, Cuo,i = 1 a.e. on [O,L], (1.13) 
Remark. Hypotheses (1.13) make sense as functions ui must verify (1.3). 
Moreover, as ui and zli represent respectively pressures and concentrations, 
they must verify 
ui 3 0 and vi > 0, a.e. on [0, T] x [O,L]. (1.14) 
The following notations will be used. 
Q = lO,Jq,Q = IO, T[x]O,L[ 
r = a52 = (0) u {L}, z = [O, T] x r 
H = L2(Q), V = HI(Q), V. = {u E V 1 u(O) = 0} 
Forf andgeH: 
(f, g) = J-o=fw R(x) k If I = (fTf>“. 
For u ELM 
The following result will be proved. Hypotheses (l.ll), (1.12) and (1.13) 
being verified, then problem (l.l),..., (1.10) has a unique solution with: 
ui , vi 6Lm(0, T; V), 
au. av. a2u, a2vi -22 
at at '2%' ax2 - E L"(Q), (1.15) 
c, gy EL-‘(Q). 
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Moreover (1.14) is verified. Equations (1.15) and (1.16) imply that conditions 
(1.4) ,..., (1.10) d o make sense and are verified almost everywhere. For that 
matter see [3] or [4] where also all the spaces used here are defined. 
An Equivalent Problem 
Proof will be given now that in the problem defined by (l.l),..., (1.16), 
conditions (1.3) (1 .lO) and (1.16) can be replaced by 
4,~) = j” i b&i(t, 5) - dt, 5)) d5. 
r i=l 
(1.17) 
By adding up Eqs. (1.1) for i = 1, 2, 3 and by using (1.3), we get 
; + 1 bi(ui - vi) = 0 
i 
which combined with (1.10) yields (1.17). 
Conversely, suppose that conditions (l.l),..., (1.17) are verified except 
(1.3), (1.10) and (1.16). Then clearly (1.10) and (1.16) are consequences of 
(1.15) and (1.17). As for (1.3), set 
w =-pi- 1. 
i 
Then, by adding up the three equations (1.1): 
(iTw/at) - a(a2w/8x2) + (a/ax) [c(w + l)] + 1 b,(ui - vi) = 0 
which by using (1.17) becomes 
(tTw/i?t) - a(a2w/8x2) + (a/&)(cw) = 0. 
Multiply this equality by w and integrate from x = 0 to x = L. As (1.13) 
implies w(t, 0) = (aw/h)(t, L) = 0 a.e. for t E [0, 7’1, we obtain 
Thus 
(d/W I w I2 < (I c 12,/4a) 1w 12, 
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and as, by (1.13), ~(0, x) = 0, a.e. for x E [0, L], Gronwall’s lemma implies 
that w = 0 which is (1.3). 
Variational Form of the Problem 
The problem will be solved with (1.3), (1.10) and (1.16) replaced by (1.17). 
Its variational form which by classical techniques (see [3] for instance) can 
be shown to be equivalent to the original problem is then what follows. 
Find functions ui and nui which verify (1.4),..., (1.7), (1.14) and (1.15) 
such that 
joT /(-f$ , v) + a (2, gj + (g (q), 711 + b,(ui - vi , v)/ dt = 0, 
(1.18) 
/O*[(-$,vj +e,($,g) +cQ($,TI~ +h,(u,-ui,o)/dt=O, 
(1.19) 
for every v EL~(O, La(0, T; V,), function c(t, X) being defined through (1.17). 
2. THE APPROXIMATED PROBLEM 
In order to obtain an existence proof for the preceding equations, a new 
problem will be introduced. It corresponds to an internal approximation 
of these partial derivatives equations by a system of differential equations. 
Similar methods can be found in [3] or [5]. 
For NE N, let h = L/N be the approximation parameter (or space-step). 
To h is associated the space V, of continuous functions defined on [0, L] 
which are linear on every subinterval [jh, (j + l)h] where 0 < j < N. 
V,,, is the subspace of the functions z+‘ E V, such that ~~(0) = 0. 
For uh and vh E V,, , define a scalar product and a norm by: 
N-l 
[uh , vh] = (h/2) l%(O) vh(0) + %(L) s(L)] + h c UAh) v,(ih)y 
j=l 
[Uhl = [Uh 9 %11’2. 
The following lemma is a simple matter of computation. It gives several 
relationships between the norms and scalar products which shall be used. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any u,, , vh E V, : 
(wl > Vh) = [Uh T%I - 
h2 au, av, 
-6TK'ax ( -1 
I %I, 
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Now dejne for uh E V, functions uh+ and u, by: 
%A+ E Vh , %+(jh) = [%(jh)lf, 
uh- E v, , %-(jh) = bh(.jh)]-, VO<j<N. 
It is then easy to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any u,, E V, 
z&(x) = u*+(x) - z+-(x), vx E Q, 
z&(x) > 0 vx E sz - Uh-- = 0, 
f&(x) < 0 vx E 6? - tih+ = 0. 
Remark. If x E 9, usually: uh+(x) # [Us]+, uh-(x) # [Us]- and 
Uh+(X) Z+-(X) # 0. But, \dX E G: ++(x) uh-(x) > 0. 
From now on up to the end of Section 3, the index h will be omitted 
wherever no ambiguity arises. Time derivatives such as au/at will be denoted 
by u’. 
The Approximated Problem 
It can be stated as follows. Find functions ui and 7~~ in WO)([O, T]; V,) such 
that for any n E vo,h and t E [0, T]. 
k’, ~1 + a (2, $) + (& (~4, v) + bi(ui - vi, v) = 0, 
[vi’, ~1 + ei (- $ ,;) +a&,~) +b&-uui,v)=O, 
where 
4, x) = j-’ ; bi[u,(t, 0 - vi@, 01 @. z i-1 
Moreover, ui and vi must verify the initial and boundary conditions 
Ui(C 0) = @i(t), 46 0) = $4(t), 
Ui(O, x) = i&i(X), V<(O, x) = t&(x). 
i70,i and do,i are approximations in Vh of ui and vi defined by: 
Jo,4j4 = uo,i(jh), 
~o.i(j4 = voA ihI, VO,<j<N. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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Therefore, because of hypotheses (1.13): 
c,,i 3 0, %*i >, 0, ; %,i = 1, 
4L,(O) = @i(O), fio,m = Yw), (2.7) 
and 
are bounded by a constant independent of h: 
The unknowns of the approximated problem (2.1),..., (2.5) are the functions 
u,(t, i, h), G, $4 w h ere 1 <<i < N. It therefore consists in finding 3N 
functions ylc such that: 
for t E [0, T] yk(0) given in R. 
As functions fk are continuous, the theory of differential equations states 
that there exists tN ~10, T] such that problem (2.1),..., (2.5) has a unique 
solution on the interval [0, tN]. 
3. INEQUALITIES AND ESTIMATES 
Several inequalities and estimates shall be proved. They will imply that 
tN = T. Thus we shall obtain an existence result on [0, T] for the solution 
of the approximated problem. Moreover, the same estimates will remain 
valid on [0, T]. 
1. Equality xi uc = 1 
As in Section 1, condition (2.3) implies Ci ui = 1 by a similar proof. 
Let w = Ci ui - 1. By adding up Eqs. (2.1) we get 
[w’, 4 + a (g Y g, + (g k@ + I)], v) + T b&4, - v’i ,v) = 0. 
But then, by using (2.3) 
[w’, w] + a(aw/ax, %/ax) + ((a/&x)(cw), v) = 0, vv E Vll,,b .
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Let v = w which belongs to V,,, because of the boundary conditions (2.4). 
The preceding equation yields 
by using Lemma 2.1. Thus 
(44 [WI2 < (I c 12,/q [WI”. 
But because of the initial conditions (2.5) and of (2.7), we have w = 0 
for t = 0. Therefore by using Gronwall’s lemma, the preceding inequality 
implies that w = 0 for 0 < t < tN which is equivalent to: 
7 %(h 4 = 1, Vt E [0, tN] and x E [OJ]. (3.1) 
2. Inequalities for ui- and vi- 
The inequalities we are about to prove will be used later on to show that 
the solutions ui and vi of the approximated problem remain positive on 
P, hl x LO, Ll. 
Because of (1.13) and (2.4), ui- and v{- E I’,,, . Therefore set v = -ui- 
in (2.1) and v = -vi- in (2.2). It is then easy to check the following equalities. 
-[q ) ui-] = ; 1 [24-y, -[vi’, vi-1 = ; g [q-12, 
where if u E V, : 
N-l 
w = 1 [u+(.N u-((j + 1) 4 + 64 u+((j + 1) 41 
i=O 
(Ui - vi ) ui- - vi-) > - $ [R(Ui) + R(vJ], 
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Thus, by adding up the two inequalities obtained, one gets: 
(3.2) 
3. Inequality for vi 
By letting ‘u = vui - #Q E V,,, in (2.2), one gets: 
-!j g [vi - #,J” + ei 1 2 1’ $ bi 1 vi - I,& I2 
Therefore, 
$ [‘i - #%I” < (1 + f$) [Vi - 4Ji]” + + 1 +i _ ui 12 + p 1 &’ 12, 
Thus, by using Gronwall’s lemma: 
[vi(t)12 < pi + vi Jot I WI2 ds 
Pi T vi. 1 constants independent of t and h. 
(3.3) 
4. Inequality for c 
c(t, x) being defined by (2.3), we have: 
I c(t)lS G 11 bi I ui(t) - vi(t)11 2. i 
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Therefore, by using (3.3) and 1 emma (2.1) we obtain the following inequality 
for c: 
I 4t)l2m G Pl + P2 I @)I2 + P3 j; I w” A 
Pl 7 P2 1 P3: constants independent of t and h. 
5. Proof of Existence on [0, T] 
Choose h small enough so that: 
(3.4) 
--A!!-%>() ei 
h 62’ 
(3.5) 
-- 
f 
h ; - + [pl + 3p,L + 3p3TL]l12 > 0. 
For such a choice of h, the coefficient of R(vJ in (3.2) is positive for any t. 
Moreover, because of (2.7) and (3.4) the coefficient of R(uJ in (3.2) is 
strictly positive when t = 0. Functions ui being continuous in t, it remains 
strictly positive on a small time interval. Let 6, be the smallest t E [0, tN] 
(if it exists!) such that the coefficient of one of the R(uJ becomes 0 at time t. 
For t E [0, S,], (3.2) yields: 
g {b-l” + [VI”> < 9 [ZL-1” + g [y]“. 
But as Us- and IV-(O) = 0, Gronwall’s lemma implies: 
24-(t) !Et 7+-(t) EC? 0 for t E [0, S,] and i = 1, 2, 3. 
Therefore, by using (3.1) and Lemma (2.2): 
0 < u,(t, x) < 1 and 0 < v,(t, x), for t E [0, S,] and x E [0, L], 
(3.6) 
and thus (3.3) and (3.4) imply: 
I @)I2 G L I Qt)12 < pi + vi% 
(3.7) 
I c(t)li < p1 + 3p2L + 3p3TL for t E [0, S,]. 
Now consider what happens at time t = SN . According to the definition 
of SN , we have 
_ I C(SN>I~~ _ 0 1) 
2 I-’ 
but (3.5) and (3.7) imply that this quantity is strictly positive and therefore 
we get a contradiction if 6, # tN . 
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Suppose now that t, = 6,. Then inequalities (3.7) are valid on [0, tN] 
and they imply that the solutions q(t) and vi(t) remain bounded on that 
interval independently of t. Therefore we get the existence of solutions on 
the whole interval [0, T] with (3.6) and (3.7) still valid, that is with the 
inequalities and estimates 
0 < u,(t, x) < 1, T 44 4 = 1, 
0 < Vi(4 4, Vt E [O, I’] and x E [O,Jq, 
I dt)l 9 I vi(t)l and I 4tlm 
are bounded independently of t and h. 
6. Other Estimates 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Estimates (3.9) are not sufficient to obtain a limit when h becomes 0. 
New and stronger estimates are therefore needed. Let z, = ui’ - Qi’ E V,,, 
in (2.1) and ZI = vi’ - &’ E V,,, in (2.2). By adding up the two inequalities 
thus obtained, we get: 
< pi’, Ui’ - tDi’] + [&‘, Vi’ - &‘I + (Ui - vi , a$’ - Ifhi’) 
- g (cq), Ui’ - a$‘) - q (2, Vi’ - g) . 
But, 
pi’, Ui’ - Qi’] < $[Ui’ - cDi’]” + Lp#+‘)2, 
[$i’, vC’ - !bi’] < a[vi’ - #i’12 + L(#i’)2, 
(Ui - V, , @i’ - z/i’) is a bounded function of L’(0, T), 
Thus, 
But, 
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Thus by using (2.3) (3.9) and the hypotheses (1.12) 
[ui - @J2 + [vi - Q!# + -$ [a 12 I2 + ei 121’ + hi 1 ui - vi I21 
<g(t) + a: 1% I2 + 2 1 c 15 / 2 1’ with g EL~(O, T). 
From this inequality and by using (3.9) Lemma 2.1 and Gronwall’s lemma, 
we obtain the stronger estimates 
I@iP~) (91 and VW% (41 
are bounded independently of t and h, 
i 
or j ui’(t)12 dt and 
.c or 1 vi’(t)12 dt 
are bounded independently of h, 
which in turn imply 
I Wlm and I %G)lm 
are bounded independently of t and h. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
4. CONVERGENCE WHEN h BECOMES 0 
For h given, denote by u~,~ and v~,~ the solutions of the approximated 
problem and by c, the function associated to u~,~ and v~,~ through formula 
(2.3). Let h become 0. By using (3.10) and (3.1 l), we have for a subsequence: 
uh.i -+ % P vh.i -+ *i in L”(Q) weak-star, 
au,, aui avhi av. . 
sdax, *-+-$ m L”(0, T; H) weak-star, 
auh i hi avh i av. *-ax, y+$ in L2(Q) weak. 
But then 
uh,i - ui 7 vh,i -+ Vi in W(Q) weak, 
and as the injection of P(Q) into L2(Q) is compact. 
409/55/3-14 
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u?~,~ + ui , v~,~ + vi in L2(Q) strong and almost everywhere. Consider now 
c,, . Its definition implies that 
and 
Ch + c in L2(0, T;L"(O,L)) strong 
2-e ’ & 
ax ax In 
L2(Q) strong 
where function c is defined through (1.17). Thus by using the strong con- 
vergence results 
f( ChUh,i) = u in L2(Q) weak. 
Now let v E V, and GE 9(]0, T[). Let v(t) = @(t)v. For any h, there 
exists a function vh E V,,, such that limb,, vh = v in V, strong. By setting 
vh(t) = @(t)vlL we have 
ty Vh = v, limaZIh=aZI in L2(0, T; V,) strong + h+0 at at 
and 
v*(O) = vh(T)- 0. 
(3.12) 
Next, take for v in (2.1) and (2.2), v = vh(t) at time t and integrate the 
result from t = 0 to t = T. By using the preceding convergence results, 
it is easy to obtain the limit when h becomes 0 for all the terms of the equations 
thus obtained except for 
s 
* [U;.h , vh] dt and s = b4.h 7 %I. 0 0 
But by using Lemma 2.1: 
s 
= 
0 
[& , vh] dt = joT (Z& , ah) dt + g jo= (+ , 2) dt 
and with (3.12) and the convergence results 
;$ joT (4.h ,4 dt = joT (ui’, v) dt, 
* au; h, av,L 
S! 
* au. av f 
0 
--yxjdt=-En&j (+,+I 
ax 
dt =O. + 
0 
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Therefore (the proof is similar for v&: 
gi oT [u, I h, v,J dt = s T (ui’ , v) dt, 0 
VJ dt = j-’ (vi’, v) dt. 
0 
Thus we obtain Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) when v(t) = @(t)v with @E @IO, T[) 
and v E I’, . But linear combinations of such functions are dense in 
L2(0, T; V,). Therefore Eqs. (1.18) and (1.19) are verified. A few points 
still remain to be checked. 
(a) u&t, x), vh,Jt, x) > 0 a.e. for (t, x) EQ. This inequality remains 
true when h becomes 0 (in fact, only because of weak convergence in D(Q)). 
Thus (1.14) is verified. 
(b) As uh,< --f ui weakly in Hi(Q), we have 
2% %*i(O, 4 = u,(O, x) in H weak, 
l& U,,Jt, 0) = v,(t, 0) in L2(0, T) weak. 
But u&t, 0) = Di(t) and because of (2.5) and (2.6) 
2% u&O, x) = kz i&(x) = uo,<(x) in H weak. 
Thus (1.4) and (1.5) are verified. (The proof is similar for vi .) 
(c) Take v = ~EL@Q) in (2.1) and (2.2). It yields (1.1) and (1.2) as 
equalities in Y(Q). But the convergence results imply that all the terms of 
these equalities belong to L2(Q) except a2ui/ax2 and a2vi/ax2. Therefore 
ak,lax2 and a2v,/ax2 E cy Q) 
and (1.15) is proved. (The rest of (1.15) and (1.16) are implied by the con- 
vergence results.) This ends the existence proof. 
5. PROOF OF UNIQUENESS 
First remark that by setting: v(t) = @(t)v where @ E 9(]0, T[) and 
v E I’, in Eqs. (1.18) and (1.19) we get 
(2, v) + u ($ , g) + (& (4 v) + bi(% - vi, v) = 0, (5.1) 
($pV) +ei(spg) +ai(syV) +b<(Vi-Ui,V)=O, (5.2) 
almost everywhere on [0, T]. 
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Next suppose that ui , vi and iii , Ei are solutions of the equations. Functions 
c and F are associated respectively to ui , zti and C, , di through formula (1.17). 
Let v = ui - fii (which belongs to V,, because of the boundary conditions) 
in (5.1) taken for ui and a = Oi - ui in (5.1) taken for &. By adding up the 
two equations thus obtained we get 
+ b,(u, - wi , Uf - iii) + b,(zi, - z;i , UT; - zq = 0. 
The same procedure can be applied to the equation in Us. Thus, 
+ & 1 vi - di I2 + ei 1; (vi - tTi) 1’ + ai (& (wi - iZ$), vi - Gi) 
+ bi(Wi - Ui ) Vi - ai) 
The sum of those two equations yields 
+ $ {I Ui - Cf I2 + 1 Wi - di I”} + U $ (% - k) 1 
+ ei ( & (Vi - ai) ( + bi I(Ui - 22,) - (W.j - z7f)12 
= (& (CU( - Zi), z?i - Uf) + OLi (& (Wi - 6i)p Ei - Vi) * 
But because of the boundary conditions, 
((a/aX)(Wi - ai), v”i - Vi) = -~[Vi(t, L) - bi(t, L)12 ~ 0. 
As for the term with c and c”: 
(; (CZQ - EJ, iii - Ui) = - (CU< - zi& , g (iii - Ui)) 
< a ( ; (Ui - Ui) I2 + ; 1 cui - zz^ii 12. 
Therefore, 
$ {I Ui - v”i I2 + 1 Wi - v”i I”} < & 1 Cffi - M, 12m (5.3) 
Now 
cui - L?z-zi = C(Ui - SJ + (c - +-ii and 0 ~iii ~ 1. 
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Thus 
1 CUj - Mi 1’ < 2 1 C(Uj - iii)]’ + 2 I(C - E) Uj 1’ 
and as by using (1.17) 
1 c - c” I2 < 6 T b:(l uj - iij I2 + I vi - 5; 12>, 
Eq. (5.3) implies 
(d/dt) {I uj - i-ij I2 + 1 vj - v”j I”} 
< (I C Im/a) 1 ui - & I” + (6/a) C {I Ui - 4 I2 + I Vi - v”g I”>* 
i 
By adding up these three equations (for i = 1,2, 3) and as c ELM 
(d/dt) 1 {I Uj - iii I2 + 1 Vj - v”i I”} < p C {I Ui - iij I2 + I vi - v”i I”}* 
i i 
Because of initial conditions 
Ui(O, X) = iii(O, X) and Vj(0, cc) = qo, x). 
Therefore, the last equation and Gronwall’s lemma imply that ui(t, x) = 
&(t, x) and vi(t, x) = di(t, x) for any t E [0, T] and x E [0, L]. This ends 
the proof of the result of Section 1. 
Remark. By supposing that the total pressure is time dependent, a more 
complicated model can be constructed. Equation (1.3) must be replaced by 
%(q + u2w + Us(t) = P(t) 
where p(t) denotes the total pressure. The boundary conditions must also 
verify a similar condition (see (1.3)). In the equivalent problem, Eq. (1.17) 
then becomes 
and with p(t) given, the new problem still has a unique solution provided that: 
P, P’ Ewl T) and PC4 3 PO > 0, vt E [O, T]. 
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